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The Heavenly Tree Grows Downward, but It Also Grows Into and Through Those to Whom 
We Open Ourselves and Lovingly Meet: A Remembrance of Gerrit Lansing 

 

I still remember the ring he wore prominently on his right hand. I think of it as black onyx, 
though we met only once physically, and that was in the autumn of 1988. Perhaps it was 
amber. Perhaps he wore a bulky green sweater. I don’t trust my memory when it comes to 
the gemstone, or even to the color green, but I like the idea of his sweater being that 
generative color in my “private,” perhaps inaccurate, memory because my meeting with 
Gerrit Lansing was one of the more fertile moments of my life—a chance occurrence that 
could have come right out of the pages of André Breton’s Nadja.  

To say I loved the man would be an understatement. However, since our relationship was 
characterized by a series of connections and misconnections, it wouldn’t be a relationship 
one could easily recognize within dominant depictions of “enduring friendship,” at least as 
rendered through story and cultural myth. Still, over the course of three decades our 
relationship endured, even deepened, albeit with periods of silence. Perhaps because of that 
complexity—the fascinating connections and misconnections, the gaps and re-emergences 
we shared—our friendship mirrored the generative paradoxes in the Hindu-yogic tradition, 
which is more than appropriate, for it was within our mutual love of and respect for that 
tradition where our lives intersected.  

But here I am, beginning at the end, another generative paradox, I suppose, for as Whitman 
so beautifully describes throughout Leaves of Grass, particularly in “The Sleepers,” all endings 
are simultaneously beginnings—something the I Ching describes centuries before him, as 
footnoted in the Wilhelm/Baynes translation, namely, “that every end contains a beginning.” 
Of course I will back up, return to the root. What could be more appropriate, more rooted, 
given that Gerrit and I initially connected over his monumental book, The Heavenly Tree 
Grows Downward? The title comes from one of the most sacred scriptures in the Hindu 
tradition, the Upanishads. In the yogic tradition, it is said that at the moment of conception 
when the sperm and ovum unite, the human body grows downward along the spine, 
developing a nervous system and all the bodily organs. The human body is, thus, similar to 
an inverted tree, with roots at the top and leaves and branches (i.e., arms and legs) emerging 
further below, along the body’s trunk. (This is one reason yogis often grow their hair long, to 
evoke the wild expansion of those roots—a distinct tradition, say, from Buddhists who often 
shave their heads or trim their hair short, in part to foreground another aspect of the spiritual 
path, that of renunciation.) It is through the concerted effort and practice of meditation that 
the adept yogi learns to interiorize consciousness, withdrawing energy from the periphery of 
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the body, back through rivulets of nerve channels (nadis), and retracing one’s growth back to 
the spine and upward into spiritual realization or “rebirth” either at the point between the 
eyebrows or at the crown chakra. Thus, yes, “the heavenly tree grows downward,” as Gerrit 
so beautifully reminds us, yet within that statement the real work of our lives is implied: we 
must find a way back to that which roots us. 

So it was that in the autumn of 1988—October 26, in fact—when one night during my 
second year in the English doctoral program at SUNY-Albany, I met Gerrit Lansing, a 
remarkable poet, thinker, and—yes—mystic, with whom I had not at that time been 
familiar. He and my teacher (and now dear friend) Don Byrd had been long-time friends. 
Gerrit (born in Albany, New York) was visiting our class that evening from his home in 
Gloucester, Massachusetts. What I remember most was his gentle, unassuming manner, as 
well as the insightful comments—always generative—that he offered during discussion of 
student poems. At one point during class discussion I made a comment in reference to 
something he had said, in which I mentioned Lewis Hyde’s lovely book, The Gift: 
Imagination and the Erotic Life of Property, a book at that point that had only appeared four 
or five years earlier. Gerrit gave me this look of extraordinary surprise, saying, “I was just 
telling Don about that book over dinner before class!” The gaze Gerrit and I shared seemed 
endless, love pouring out between us, delight dancing in his eyes. 

At that moment, I knew I had met someone extraordinary—not because we had read the 
same book, but because of his open expression of awe and childlike wonder at the seeming 
“coincidence” of the timing of our shared connection. As class drew to a close, I made my 
way to the front of the room and awkwardly shared a few words of thanks with him for 
visiting. The group was headed to a local pub across the street from campus to unwind a bit 
after class, but I had decided to head home. I had just the previous year given up drinking 
alcohol. I had not been alcoholic, but the deeper I’d gone into my daily meditation practice I 
had reached a point where I felt that even occasional drinking was holding back my spiritual 
progress. I also trusted the yogic concept of satsang, the company you keep. The idea of 
satsang is based on the idea that our shared energy fields affect one another. Thus, one should 
surround oneself with vibrations that uplift and harmonize one’s consciousness. Sure, I 
adored my teacher and classmates, but I had been finding the subtle vibrations of pubs, with 
their restlessness and tentacles of desire, disorienting. I had also been a veteran of a Master’s 
program in creative writing before entering SUNY’s doctoral program, and I had been 
feeling that I didn’t want to go schmooze with the “famous poet,” that there was on occasion 
something disingenuous in some of the interactions I’d witnessed over the years. I was 
headed home to meditate. 
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Okay, while I still practice the yogic principles the best that my fallible self allows, even I 
laugh a little, now, when I reflect upon some of the binaries I had been constructing during 
an important moment in the development of my sadhana. One of the great lessons one also 
learns, paradoxically, when embracing the discipline of yogic meditation is “flexibility,” 
perhaps something akin to what can happen to the body of a person who practices the yogic 
postures or asanas. Fortunately for me, something kept tugging at me on my way home, 
nudging me to shake up my routine a little and try to discover more about this seemingly 
extraordinary man I had just met. Sure, I told myself, I’d go to the pub for a short time and 
drink a club soda, but I wouldn’t be a hanger-on, soliciting Gerrit’s attention. I’d go hang 
out, just to be part of the group and more importantly—in the tradition of Lewis Hyde’s 
The Gift—to honor Gerrit and respect his “gift” of having visited class. But, again I told 
myself, I’d make sure not to sit near him. 

Of course (as such stories sometimes go), when I arrived—a little later than everyone else due 
to my initially heading home—the only seat available at the long table was one directly next 
to Gerrit! So, contrary to plan, I sat next to him, a bit shy and awkward at first. What ensued 
was one of the most warm and remarkable conversations of my life. Gerrit instantly 
expressed interest in my work and—true to his genuine personality—in me, asking questions, 
soliciting deeper responses, and soon learning that I was not only a poet but also a yogi who 
was writing an academic dissertation on what I referred to as “the rhetoric of silence.” He 
inquired about my practice and my reading, knowing—with great depth and 
understanding—all the books by my spiritual teacher, Paramahansa Yogananda, author of 
the spiritual classic, Autobiography of a Yogi. He even knew a lesser known book, which I had 
mentioned, by Yogananda’s own teacher, Swami Sri Yukteswar, The Holy Science. I had read 
extensively in the field since I first came to the yogic teachings in 1972 at age sixteen, and, of 
course, Gerrit—having owned and operated a bookstore for many years—had read 
everything I had and an immense amount more. 

“Do you know the work of Sir John Woodroffe, also known as Arthur Avalon?” he asked 
when I described my fledgling ideas for my not-yet-written dissertation about silence being 
an authentic mode of knowing. He went on to describe Oxford-educated Woodroffe, about 
whom I had never heard. Born in England in 1865, he’d gone to India in the early part of 
the century as an advocate of the Calcutta High Court. Along with his judicial duties, he 
studied Sanskrit and Hindu Philosophy, particularly Tantra, acquiring vast knowledge of 
some of the most secret teachings, eventually returning to England and leaving his body in 
1936. Gerrit described some of Woodroffe’s most esoteric ideas on mantra and seed-
syllables, suggesting that several of Woodroffe’s volumes might prove helpful to my project 
on silence, especially The Garland of Letters, which he said dealt with the theory of Sonic 
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Absolutism. He also encouraged me to read the work of Agehananda Bharati—the monastic 
name of Leopold Fischer, born in Vienna, Austria, in the 1920s and Professor of 
Anthropology at Syracuse University—particularly The Tantric Tradition and The Light at 
the Center. He wrote down titles for me, going into depth about each one, yet without any 
egoic attachment, as he just seemed pleased to share what he knew. What I found was that 
Bharati’s and Woodroffe’s books ended up proving not just significant but essential for my 
dissertation, especially Woodroffe’s The Garland of Letters, a book so instrumental it even 
formed part of a chapter title, with the chapter focusing its argument largely upon that book. 

Six years later, after I had revised my dissertation into a book that was published by a 
university press, and I had traveled to India in 1994 on an Indo-U.S. Advanced Research 
Fellowship, I asked a respected colleague in the Philosophy Department at Banaras Hindu 
University what he thought of Woodroffe. I had secretly feared that as an Anglo he had 
appropriated the Tantric teachings, perhaps even misrepresenting portions here and there. 
However, “monumental,” he said, enthusiastically, almost before I could finish the question; 
he went on to say how significant Woodroofe’s work proved not only in India but in 
bringing a more sophisticated understanding of Tantra to the West.  

Not only did my “chance” conversation with Gerrit shape my research on silence (which led 
to a successful dissertation and my being able to secure a stable professorial position after 
graduate school, win a prized research grant to travel in India for a few months, earn tenure 
and promotion, and deepen my own meditation practice), but it also opened doors into my 
poetic life. He spoke glowingly of his friendship with Charles Olson, saying Olson was one 
of the reasons he had moved to Gloucester in the first place, and Gerrit and I found that 
poetically we shared some points of intersection. Not only that, but my ensuing interest in 
Gerrit’s work took me down a path of reading poets with whom he was associated and 
shared a literary cousinage. I initially found Gerrit’s work challenging, unlike anything I had 
previously read, but the magnetism of his personality prodded me to engage his work so that 
I might better understand what I knew to be a remarkable man and mind. True to the 
attitude Hyde describes in The Gift, at the close of our evening together Gerrit gifted me 
with a copy of The Heavenly Tree Grows Downward, lovingly inscribed with a few lines from 
his poem, “In the American Forest”: “Indian is no accidental / word the Indies / are 
connected . . .” No accidental word? The Indies are connected? The India of Gerrit’s life and 
mine was obviously no accidental connection as well—he and I had been destined to meet. 

One of the loveliest gifts he gave me that evening was his home address, which he wrote out 
in pencil, encouraging me to write him. However, as a young poet of only thirty-two at the 
time, I felt shy to correspond with him, thinking I had nothing to offer this incredible and 
erudite man (keep in mind, this is years before the relative ease and informality of email). 
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Still, I kept his address, written delicately in his hand—along with a second small piece of 
notebook paper on which he’d written titles of the books he had recommended—in my 
wallet for decades, keeping them so long, in fact, that I feared the pencil-written letters might 
eventually smear and wear away. I only removed them from my wallet a couple years before 
his passing, preserving them in an archival plastic cover as the totems they were meant to be, 
placing them on the same shelf alongside his books. It was only many years after our meeting 
that I eventually wrote him (something I’ll return to shortly). Not doing so earlier is one of 
the few regrets of my life. Yet these gaps also suggest the deep silences and solitudes of the 
yogic path, and I have come to understand the paradox of connection/misconnection to be a 
fascinating lens through which to read the importance of our friendship. 

So, it wasn’t until 2004—sixteen years after our meeting in Albany—that Gerrit and I 
renewed contact, a renewal not even initiated by me. The circumstances again illustrate the 
generosity and expansive spirit of this marvelous man. I was to read from a new poetry 
collection of mine in Northampton, Massachusetts, and the event had apparently been 
advertised on the SUNY-Buffalo Poetics List. One evening, I returned home from the 
campus where I teach in Indiana—this time in a different season than our autumn 
meeting—in the midst of a very cold and snowy January. I found a phone message from 
Gerrit who had seen that I would be reading in Northampton. He said he traveled very little 
then, and he wondered if I might have any time in my schedule to visit him in Gloucester. 
What floored me was not just his sweet invitation but his tender words that he had 
remembered me from our first meeting years earlier in Albany and—unbelievably to me—
that he had actually followed my work all those years. 

What? I thought. Gerrit Lansing had been reading my poetry for sixteen years unbeknownst 
to me? How could I have been visible enough to this extraordinary man that he would take 
time to have read my work with interest, let alone that he had even remembered me in the 
first place? However, that was Gerrit, a man with a brilliant memory and a heart so wide it 
didn’t recognize hierarchies and limitations. Unfortunately, both my already-solidified tight 
travel schedule and the horrendous weather in New England that week prevented us from 
getting together. Furthermore, true to our seeming pattern of connection/misconnection, he 
was not home when I phoned him back a short while later. I still remember the message of 
greeting on his answering machine, which began with Gerrit greeting the caller with “OM,” 
the great spiritual mantra of India. 

Then in 2010, I was giving a reading in Albuquerque with my dear friend, Alvaro Cardona-
Hine (1926 – 2016). Alvaro (legendary poet, painter, musical composer, and Zen sensei) and 
I had published a couple of books together, one including his paintings and my poems, and 
another that we had co-written, which also included his paintings. (Alvaro had also supplied 
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images from his “mythic paintings” series for other book jackets of mine.) We were reading 
to celebrate the publication of our collaboratively written book, The Recumbent Galaxy. 
Following the reading, there was another chance Gerrit Lansing occurrence. Someone in the 
audience came up to me, our conversation leading from one topic to another, and somehow 
circuitously—and quite by chance—turning to Gerrit, with whom this audience member 
was in contact. Having long felt sad that Gerrit and I had never connected during my visit to 
Massachusetts in 2004, I enthusiastically requested Gerrit’s email and postal address (his 
pencil-written postal address from 1988 had a few characters I could not discern). So, at this 
point, Gerrit and I renewed our conversations, albeit sporadically, when I finally wrote and 
thanked him for all he had given to my life and work. I also inscribed and sent him a 
number of my books—including the theoretical book he had been so instrumental in 
shaping with his reading list—thanking him profusely for how he had changed my life. 
However, true to our pattern of “gaps,” I later found one book that I had thought I’d 
included in the package to him but had apparently not. One evening I opened a copy of this 
particular title to sign at a reading, and much to my surprise, there it was—already inscribed 
to him but not sent! (I only hope that I mistakenly inscribed two copies for him, and that I 
had, indeed, sent him one. Still, I keep the inscribed copy that I found, as remembrance, on 
the shelf next to his books.) 

Why this pattern of connection/misconnection? Believe me, I am not a disorganized person, 
nor would most people who know me say I am inconsiderate or irresponsible. While I 
sometimes regret the early years of my not corresponding with Gerrit, my sense is that the 
karmic pattern of his and my friendship was one that likely allowed for expansive periods of 
silence—similar, say, to the expansion of awareness one perceives in deep states of meditative 
silence. While this may admittedly be a way for me to construct a helpful “narrative” so that 
I might better understand—perhaps rationalize away—the gaps in our communication, my 
intuition tells me that my relationship with Gerrit was more complex than what might be 
apparent on the surface, and that our friendship was supposed to include such gaps. 

Perhaps these gaps represent the primordial void that some of the Eastern wisdom traditions 
describe. Perhaps our relationship was a further way for both of us to learn, in our respective 
practices, to disengage and let go of certain attachments. Our connection was not just poetic; 
it was also formed in the deepest roots of the Heavenly Tree—yes, in “the heavenly tree that 
grows downward.” And, true to the yogic teachings, we are all asked to redirect our energy 
and climb back up this tree, dissolving all we have become in the earthly realm in order to 
once again merge with the cosmic Belovèd. 

This extraordinary man modeled for me a life free of attachment, a mind untethered to 
limits. His kindness, his genuine interest in a then-rather-undeveloped young poet, was 
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remarkable. Perhaps our friendship was also destined to replicate the unattached, impersonal 
quality of the yogic path as, say, a kind of renunciation? Perhaps the paradox of connecting, 
misconnecting, and—finally—reconnecting that epitomized our relationship was a further 
teaching (albeit an unconscious one) from Gerrit to me, that the uniqueness of our 
friendship allowed. 

As a way to honor Gerrit, I have collected and placed on my shelf five different releases of 
The Heavenly Tree Grows Downward, including the extraordinary rare first appearance—in 
an oversized 8 ½ x 14 format—published by Robert Kelly through Matter Press (through 
another “coincidence,” I have the poet Jonathan Williams’ copy, inscribed to him by Gerrit 
during “Springtide 1966”). Still, my favorite, the one I’d take with me to a desert island if I 
had to choose, is the paperback release from North Atlantic Press (although I also have this 
same printing in hardcover), inscribed to me in an Albany pub one autumn night so long 
ago now. That would be my choice because its simple inscription of, “Indian is no accidental 
/ word the Indies / are connected . . .,” still carries the loving vibrations of Gerrit’s and my 
joy at having first met in Albany, New York, at the corner of Poetry and Yoga. 

I will always dearly love this man and all that our intermittent communication has given me. 
I sometimes wonder what my life and my life’s work would have been had I not gone to the 
pub that evening in Albany, and had that chair next to Gerrit not been invitingly empty. 
(And there it is—yet another image of a generative emptiness or “gap.”) This is something 
with which Gerrit, I’m sure, would agree: we spill ourselves into and through the emptiness 
of what is and become what the universe asks of us. It is spiritual devotees such as Gerrit—
truly remarkable souls—who model for us and gift us with the presence of mind to be 
attentive to (and tender enough to tend to) each and every interaction so that we might 
begin to retrace our path, growing back through the Heavenly Tree of all that is. 

 


